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ADDENDUM #2 

Invitation for Bids 
San Marco Window & Door Replacement 

Solicitation No. 2020-3007-1 

Originally Issued June 12, 2020 

Addendum 2 – Issued July 2, 2020 

To Offerors: 

The following additions, deductions, changes and corrections to the proposal and specifications for the 
above referenced project shall hereby be incorporated into the work, and their affect on the proposal 
shall be reflected in the Offeror’s proposal.  Offerors shall also verify this fact by indicating the receipt 
of the addendum in their proposal.   

QUESTIONS: 

QUESTIONS: 

1. Section 08 51 13 specifies double hung windows.  The only place I see these windows drawn is the
transoms and the sidelight for Door #105.  The details for those windows are fixed.  The only
window that could be operable would be the sidelight.  Do you want it to be double hung?

Answer: All windows are to be non-operable. The Basis of Design did not have a “fixed” window
category, the windows are specified as fixed double hung.

2. If the sidelight to Door #105 is fixed, can we use Kawneer 451T to match the other windows and
doors?  That would eliminate the need for the extra interior trim required to make the 3” windows
to match Kawneer’s 4-1/2” frame depth.

Answer: Yes, if you can have matching profiles.

3. Can we substitute Kawneer EnCore for the curved transoms?  EnCore was designed to be an
economical way to curve transoms and be able to ‘marry up’ to 451T with the same depths and
sight lines.  Graham windows are very expensive to curve, plus we would have to bend the interior
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trim to match. 
 
Answer: Yes, if the profiles match. 
 

4. Kawneer’s cornice and trim details do not exactly match what has been drawn.  Please choose two 
or three acceptable shapes and we will check with the vender to verify which can be curved. 
 
The aluminum vendor recommends we use panning #XS1607 shown on page 9 of the link.  He 
says the smaller the face dimension the better it bends.  It is not recommended to choose any trim 
that has a face dimension over 2-1/2”.  The larger the face dimension is the more the outside edge 
has to stretch and is more likely to tear. 
 
Answer: First choice: #E Panning Head / Jamb S-2952 
Second Choice: #F Panning Head / Jamb S-2954 
Third Choice: XY Panning Head / Jamb S-1875 
 

5. Detail 15 on page A-701 shows metal panel in the door.  Most other door details show glass in the 
doors.  The Door Schedule says all doors except #101 to use Detail 15/A701.  Does that mean all 
doors get metal panels except Door 101 which gets insulated glass? 
 
Answer: All doors, except 101 receive metal panel. Door 101 receives insulated glass. 
 

6. Note #2 on page A-301 says ‘Wood Trim Remains’.  I imagine that note should not be there since 
all the details show new aluminum trim?? 
 
Answer: The existing wood trim at Door 101 is to remain. See photographs on A302 

 
        


